Training Programs

- Basic and Inspector Training
- Operations and Maintenance 1 and 2
- Vacuum Truck Technician Training
- Onsite Installer Professional Training
- Waste Treatment Symposium

www.nawt.org

Waste Treatment Symposium

The symposium is offered every other year at predetermined locations based on the quality, size, and willingness of private host facility owners.

Learn About

- Real-world solutions to disposal challenges
- Building or expanding private treatment facilities
- Case histories of companies with successful established treatment facilities
- Regulatory issues and assistance in meeting them

Experience

- Equipment for septic and grease trap waste processing
- Vendor exhibits and live demonstrations

In addition to the Symposium, there is a one day introductory workshop covering treatment facility basics.

Check with the NAWT office on how to schedule a one day workshop near you.

This brochure describes the major courses and activities that form the basis for the NAWT Education Program. One of the key aspects of the program is the desire to establish working education partnerships with state associations and other organizations to deliver high quality education programming to practicing professionals in the onsite wastewater treatment fields.

These courses and activities are directed at pumpers, service providers, installers, inspectors, consultants and engineers. NAWT is willing to work with your organization to provide the workshops and programs or work with you to develop your own unique training program.

All of NAWT programs come with a Train the Trainer element.

A significant effort will be expended to develop on-line capabilities for continuing education. These will include not only webinars but also the opportunity to read articles and take quizzes to obtain continuing education credit.
Vacuum Truck Technician Training
- Tailored to vacuum truck owners or operators
- Conducted through training videos and hands-on exercises
- Online/Web version available for remote learning
- Certification exam conducted to assess knowledge of material

Basic & Inspector Training
- NAWT’s signature education course
- Focuses on inspections for real estate transfers
- Apply procedures learned to troubleshooting and maintenance inspections
- Certification exam assesses inspection knowledge
- Certified inspectors listed on NAWT website
- Continuing education maintains up-to-date certification

Onsite Installer Training
- One-day course in partnership with COLE Publishing
- Covers basic installation principles and procedures
- Prepares installers to take NEHA credential exams
- Certification exam assesses installation knowledge
- Advanced course available

Operation and Maintenance Parts 1 and 2
- Based on CIDWT materials (Consortium of Institutes for Decentralized Wastewater Treatment) and supplemented with new and additional materials
- Conducted in two parts: conventional and advanced systems
- Hands-on training in each part
- Certification exam conducted to assess knowledge of O & M

For more information please call 800-236-NAWT

www.nawt.org

Nearly all of our educators were once practitioners so real experiences and scenarios are played out right before you. Attendees learn not only the standard course material but also receive the invaluable information that comes from educators and professional interaction.